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Abstract—This paper presents our work about assisting
videosurveillance agents in the search for particular video
scenes of interest in transit network. This work has been
developed based on requirements defined within different
projects with the French National Police in a forensic goal.
The video-surveillance agent inputs a query in the form
of a hybrid trajectory (date, time, locations expressed with
regards to different reference systems) and potentially some
visual descriptions of the scene. The query processing starts
with the interpretation of the hybrid trajectory and continues
with a selection of a set of cameras likely to have filmed
the spatial trajectory. The main contributions of this paper
are: (1) a definition of the hybrid trajectory query concept,
trajectory that is constituted of geometrical and symbolic
segments represented with regards to different reference
systems (e.g., geodesic system, road network), (2) a spatio-
temporal filtering framework based on a spatio-temporal
modeling of the transit network and associated cameras.

Keywords-metadata; spatio-temporal queries; videosurveil-
lance systems; forensic tool;

I. INTRODUCTION

The application context of our work is related to

videosurveillance systems. Our research was guided by

different research projects in collaboration with the French

National Police, SNCF, RATP and Thales Sécurité for a

forensic application domain. In this context, the targeted

systems are characterized by : (1) the big ”variety” of

content acquisition contexts (e.g., indoor,outdoor), (2) the

big data volume and the lack of access to some content,

(3) the multitude of system owners and the lack of

standards, which leads to a heterogeneity of data and

metadata formats generated by videosurveillance systems.

Consequently, on one hand, the development of content

based indexing tools generic and reliable in all contexts

is problematic given the acquisition contexts diversity, the

content volume and the lack of direct access to certain

sources. On the other hand, the lack of metadata associated

to the videos (tags, comments) makes the use of classical

indexing approaches very difficult.

Public and private location nowadays rely heavily on

cameras for surveillance and the number of surveillance

cameras in service in public and private areas is increas-

ing. Some estimations show that there are more than

400000 cameras in London and that only the RATP (Au-

tonomous Operator of Parisian Transports) surveillance

system comprises around 9000 fixed cameras and 19000

mobile cameras in Paris. But when needed, the content

the surveillance videos is analyzed by human agents that

have to watch the videos organized in a matrix called

video wall. Very poor information are available for the

agent that can only refer to the camera id and to his

personal expertise in order to place the device with regards

to the query’s spatial elements given by the victim. Several

studies show the cognitive overload coupled with boredom

and fatigue lead to errors in addition of the prohibitive

processing time. In that context, the main question is

which tools can assist the human agents better do their

work?

Many efforts to develop ”intelligent” videosurveillance

systems have been witnessed in the past years. The ma-

jority of these efforts aim at developing accurate content

analysis tools [1] but the exhaustive execution of content

analysis is resource intensive and gives poor results be-

cause of the video contents heterogeneity. The main idea

we put forward is to use metadata from different sources

(e.g., sensor generated data, technical characteristics) to

pre-filter the video content and implement an ”intelligent”

content based retrieval.

With the development of new technologies, it becomes

easy and relatively inexpensive to deploy different types

of sensors (e.g., GPS sensors, compasses, accelerometers)

associated to the cameras. The existent approaches show

that based only on the spatial metadata and on the cameras

characteristics, it is possible to extract precise and precious

information concerning the filmed scene [2]. Nevertheless

few approaches take into account the temporal dimension

and propose generic data models and operators that can be

used in a spatio-temporal trajectory based video retrieval

context. For example, Figure 1 illustrates the metadata

associated to an image taken with an Iphone4 camera.

When a person (e.g., victim of an aggression) files a

complaint, she is asked to describe the elements that could

help the human agents find the relevant video segments.

The main elements of such description are: the location,

the date and the time, the victim’s trajectory and some

distinguishing features that could be easily noticed in the

video (e.g., clothes color, logos). Based on the spatial

and temporal information and on their own knowledge

concerning the cameras location, the surveillance agents

select the cameras that could have filmed the victim’s

trajectory. Then, the filtered content is visualized in order

to find the target scenes, objects (or people) and events.

Based on these observations, the contribution of this



Figure 1. Metadata example

paper concerns the video filtering and retrieval. We did an

analysis of the current query processing mechanism within

the videosurveillance systems that highlighted the fact that

the entry point of any query is a trajectory reconstituted

based on a person’s positions and a time interval. These

elements are used to select the videos recorded by the

cameras that are likely to have filmed the scenery of

interest. Consequently, the video retrieval is treated as a

spatio-temporal data modelling problem. In this context,

we have proposed the following elements :

• a definition of the hybrid trajectory query concept,

trajectory that is constituted of geometrical and sym-

bolic segments represented with regards to different

reference systems (e.g., geodesic system, road net-

work);

• a multilayer data model that integrates data concern-

ing : the road network, the transportation network,

the objects movement, the cameras fields of view

changes;

• some operators that, based on a trajectory query and

a time interval, select the fixed and mobile cameras

whose field of view is likely to have filmed the query

trajectory.

The paper is organized in the following manner : The

section II presents a state of the art following two axes:

(1) the research projects addressing the problem of intelli-

gent video retrieval within videosurveillance systems and

(2) the approaches that have associated spatio-temporal

information to visual content for organizing, browsing

or annotating. The section III presents the innovative

query type that our spatio-temporal filtering framework

processes. In section IV we present the data model our

framework is based on and the section V explains in detail

the specifications of the operators that we have defined.

II. RELATED WORK

There has been significant research on videosurveillance

intelligent systems for both real time and a posteriori

inquiry cases [3]. The majority of the research projects

in this domain aim at developing content analysis tools.

This tools are usually managed by a multimedia indexing

module that can contain a fixed or a variable set of

tools than can be executed on the entire multimedia

collection or only on a filtered subcollection. We present

in the following some research projects interested in video

querying systems focusing on the way they filter the con-

tent before executing the video features extractors tools.

The CANDELA project proposes a generic distributed

architecture for video content analysis and retrieval [4].

The exhaustive content analysis is done in a distributed

manner at acquisition time by a fixed set of tools. The

CARETAKER project 1 investigated techniques allowing

the automatic extraction of relevant semantic metadata

from raw multimedia. Nevertheless, there is no filtering

of the content before the feature extraction. More related

to our work, the VANAHEIM European project 2, based

on the human abnormal activity detection algorithms, pro-

posed a technique for automatically filter (in real time) the

videos to display on the videowall screens. Nevertheless,

the filtering is based on a video analysis based learning

process that supposes the utilization of a big volume of

data and that is difficult to implement on a larger scale.

In the following, we present research works aiming to

organize and retrieve video segments based on spatio-

temporal information.

Many approaches focus on associating camera latitude

/longitude and direction in order to browse or annotate

images. [5] proposed to associate one image to it’s spatial

field of view. This association is based on the metadata

collected from the sensors associated to the camera in

order to hierarchically organize photo collections. [2]

developed a mobile application for annotating images.

Besides the camera location and direction information,

[2] computed also a distance between the camera and the

target object.

[6], proposes the SEVA system that annotates each

frame of a video with the camera location, the timestamp

and the identifiers of the objects that appear in that frame.

Therefore this solution can only be applied in a controlled

environment. In [7], an approach similar to SEVA is

proposed with the following differences: (1) the objects

don’t have to transmit their positions and (2) the objects

geometry is considered and not only their localisation. For

each second of the video, two external databases (Open-

StreetMaps and GeoDec) are queried in order to extract the

objects (e.g., buildings, parcs) that are located within the

camera’s visible area. The system doesn’t consider spatial

queries but only keywords ones. Very related to our work,

[5] propose a framework that associates each frame of a

video with the geometry of the viewable scene based on

1http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/kct/caretaker synopsis.htm
2http://www.vanaheim-project.eu/



metadata collected from GPS and compass sensors. Based

on a region query, the framework can return the video

sequences that have intersected the video query region.

The main difference between their framework and ours is

that they don’t address the multimedia retrieval process.

The interest for new efficient solutions for videos con-

tent retrieval indexing and retrieval based on information

gathered from sensors is growing in the past years, as

illustrated by the state of the art. From our knowledge, no

approach has yet proposed a generic extensible model and

a querying framework for fixed and mobile video sensors.

In the following we will present the type of query that

our framework considers, the hybrid trajectory based one.

III. HYBRID TRAJECTORY BASED QUERY DEFINITION

The idea behind the concept of object trajectory orig-

inates in the need to capture the movement of an object

in an area for a period of time. The movement track of

an object (or raw movement, or raw trajectory) is defined

basically as a sequence of spatio-temporal positions (i.e.,

positions that refer to the modifications of an object’s

spatial characteristics (coordinates and/or geometry) in

time) [8]. Depending on the sensors that detected them,

the positions can be either geometric (sequence of (x,y,t)

triplets for 2D positions) [8] or symbolic (sequence of

(rfidtag, t)) [9]. Also depending on the object’s type

and on the capability of the sensors associated to the

object or embedded in the environment, additional data

can be associated to the object’s movement (e.g., for a

mobile camera, it is interesting to capture information like

orientation and field of view) [10].

Let us formalize the trajectory’s definition. A trajectory

is a sequence of segments and a time interval. A segment

(uk) is defined as sequence of homogeneous positions. The

innovation that we introduce in the trajectory’s definition

is that we take into account the fact that a position

is expressed with regards to a reference system (e.g.,

geodesic, road network). The positions are homogeneous

within a segment (and expressed with regards to an unique

reference system) but the different segments might contain

heterogeneous positions.

We define a hybrid trajectory query based in the fol-

lowing :

Tr = (trid, {uk}, [tstart, tend]) (1)

where trid represents the trajectory’s identifier, {uk}
represents the set of spatial segments that compose the

trajectory and [tstart, tend] represents the query’s time

interval.

The definition of a trajectory segment is given by the

following equation :

uk = (uid, refSid, {positioni}) (2)

where uid represents the segment’s identifier, refSid

is the reference system identifier with regards to which

the positions are expressed and {positioni} is the set of

positions that compose the trajectory segment.

Figure 2. Outdoor hybrid trajectory based query JSON example

In order to manage trajectory segments’ heterogeneity,

we define the object’s position like consisting of two

big parts: the part that designates the reference system

and the part that designates the location with regards to

the reference system. The idea is somehow similar to

the one proposed by [11]. They define an hybrid indoor

location syntax based on the URI (Universal Resource

Identifier) syntax. Nevertheless, the notion of path that

they use considers only the hierarchical aspect (a room is

situated on a hallway that is part of a building’s wing).

We are interested in the trajectory concept, which implies

a connection between the successive points. Also, they

don’t consider different reference systems, but only the

plan of a building.

Based on the observations that we made, we present

in the following two examples of hybrid trajectory based

query consisting in symbolic and geometrical segments

(see figure 2 and 3). Each trajectory based query has a

spatial and a temporal part. The spatial part consists of a

sequence of segments, each segment being made up of a

part that designates the reference system and a sequence of

positions (geometric and symbolic) expressed with regards

to the corresponding reference system. Figures 2 and 3

illustrate hybrid trajectory based queries for outdoor and

indoor environment. In both examples we can see the

spatial/temporal structure and the locations expressed with

regards to different reference systems identified by system

identifiers that are known and managed by the data model

(e.g., WGS84 - geodesic system, RRTLSE - Toulouse road

network, RTTLSE - Toulouse transportation network).

The final need within the videosurveillance systems and

the ultimate perspective of our research work is to develop

a framework that would enable the processing of a seam-

less indoor-outdoor trajectory containing heterogeneous

segments. In this paper, we focus on the processing of

outdoor trajectories consisting of a mix of symbolic and



Figure 3. Indoor hybrid trajectory based query JSON example

geometric segments.

In the following we will present the data definition that

we use in order to process hybrid trajectory based query

in outdoor environment.

IV. DATA DEFINITION

We proposed a model that integrates information con-

cerning: (1) The road Network, (2) The transportation

Network, and the objects and sensors that move in this

environment (3) Objects and (4) Cameras. Our model has

been described in [12]. In the following we will describe

the data definitions used in our data modeling.

1) The road network: The Road Network definition

is relatively simple. Given a real road network, its 2D

modeling is represented by an ordered sequence of points

situated on the network that have positions with regards

to the geodesic system (p=<lat, long>). Each two points

define a line. All these lines give an approximation of

the network real shape. The precision of this represen-

tation depends of the number of considered points. By

considering a different granularity level, this modeling

approach is equivalent to the graph based approach [13].

The chosen modeling approach enables to use different

network granularity levels [14].

Definition 1: We define a road network based on a

piecewise linear function f : V → R2. For each point

of the vector returned by the query submitted to Google

Maps, an interpolation point is added in the function

definition. The linear interpolation consists basically in

linking the ordered points. We will use the notation RR to

design the set of positions belonging to the road network.

Definition 2: We define a mapping function map0 :

positionsGPS → RR which ”translates” a GPS position

in a road network position (e.g., 14 Montesquieu street).

We define also the inverse function map0−1 :RR →
positionsGPS (Reverse Geocoding de Google Maps).

2) The transportation network: If the road network rep-

resentation is pretty simple and canonical in the literature,

the things are more complicated for the transportation

network because of the spatial (the predefined trajectories)

and temporal (the predefined timetable) constraints.

In order to define the transportation network modeling

approach, we relayed on the GTFS format [15]. GTFS

is the description format the most used by the agencies

providing transportation services and also by the providers

of GIS (Geographic information System) or multi-modal

trajectory computation applications. In the following we

present the data model formalization that we used to de-

scribe the transportation network with the enrichments that

we brought to it. As in our work we were interested only

in the bus network we will refer to it in our definitions.

Definition 3: The transportation network RT is a tuple

(R,Tr,St) where R is the set of routes (bus lines), a

route being a sequence of tuples (Rid, rname) where Rid

designates the routes identifier and rname its name (e.g.,

bus line number 2), Tr is the set of trips corresponding

to the routes of R (a trip corresponds to a bus passage

from the first station until the last one of a given line)

and St represents the set of stations characterized by their

position. The link between a bus trip and the bus stations

that compose the trip is given by the Definition 5.

Definition 4: The bus trip is defined as a tuple

(Tripid, Rid, H), where Tripid is the trip identifier

(which aims at identifying the 5th bus that passed on a

given route for example) and H contains the timetable

corresponding to the trip.

Definition 5: The timetable H corresponding to a

transportation network consists of a sequence of tuples

(Sid, Sseq, T rid, t1, t2)) where Sid designates the station

identifier, Sseq represents the station sequence number

with regards to the trip identified by Trid, and t1 and t2
represent the bus arrival and departure time in the station

Sid.

Definition 6: Let us define the mapping function map1 :

sections(RT )→ positions(RR) that associates each section

(segment defined by two consecutive bus stations) of the

transportation network to a sequence of points on the road

network.

3) Objects: In the following definitions, we will use a

specific notation for the spatial and temporal data types

(e.g., point, instant).

Definition 7: Let MO= {mo} be the set of mobile ob-

jects / mo = a mobile object (e.g., bus, car, person), id(mo)

gives its identifier, mpositioni(mo) = (position(mo)i, ti),
position(mo)i ∈ point and time(mpositioni) = ti ∈
instant gives the object’s position (which is a point) at ti.
TR(moi) gives the object’s trajectory (see definition 8).

Definition 8: The (discrete) trajectory of a mobile object

is an ordered set of points and associated timestamps : TR

= {(mpositioni, ti)/ti<ti+1}.

4) Cameras: In the following we will give the defini-

tions related to the fixed and mobile cameras and their

field of view (fov).

Definition 9: Let us define fov = (focalDistance, direc-



tion, visibleDistance, angleView, sensorSize,ti), a vector

of optical features of a camera cj at ti. Based on these

features, the cameras field of view can be computed [16].

Definition 10: Let FC = {fc} the set of fixed cameras/

fc is a fixed camera, id(fc)=ci represents its identifier,

position(ci) gives its position/ position(ci) ∈ point and

fov(ci) gives the set of its field of view changes fovi.
Definition 11: Let MC = {mc} the set of mobile cam-

eras/ mc is a mobile camera associated to a mobile object,

id(mc)=ci represents its identifier and mo(ci) ∈ MO gives

the mobile object to which the camera is associated. The

camera’s ci trajectory will be the mobile object having the

identifier mo(ci) one (see definitions 7 and 8).

Based on the data model that we presented we defined

the following operator.

V. OPERATORS

Before specifying the operator that we developed in our

work, we define the following functions and predicates:

• geometry(point p, fov f): region computes a cameras

field of view geometry based on its position and its

optical characteristics at a moment t;

• intersects(polyline seg, region g): boolean checks if

the geometry g intersects a road segment seg;

• intersects(point p, polyline seg): boolean checks if a

point p intersects a road segment seg;

• intersects(point p, set(polyline) tr): boolean checks if

a point p intersects a set of segments and returns true

if ∃ segi in tr / intersects (p, segi).

The entry point of our framework is a hybrid trajectory

based query, composed of geometric and symbolic posi-

tions expressed with regards to different reference systems

and a time interval. Once this query is interpreted, a query

interpreter module with regards to our data model, the

query is translated into:

• a spatial trajectory consisting of a sequence of seg-

ments (u1, u2, .... , uk) ;

• a time interval [t1, t2].

These data can be extracted from the police inquiry data.

The goal is to provide the human security agents with a

list of video sequences that are likely to have filmed the

searched trajectory. In order to do that, we have to search

for the fixed cameras whose field of view (that can change)

intersected the trajectory during the time interval and the

mobile cameras likely to have filmed the researched scene.

Given the objectives, the goal is to find all the fixed

cameras’ fields of view that have intersected the trajec-

tory during the interval ([t1,t2]) and the mobile cameras

likely to contain relevant informations for the trajectory

query because their own trajectory intersected the query

trajectory between t1 et t2. In the following we will

present separately the two selection operators, for the fixed

cameras and the mobile cameras.

Let us define the hasSeen operator [17], [18]. Given

the spatial trajectory tr=(u1,..., un) and the time interval

[t1, t2], hasSeen(tr, t1, t2) returns the set of cameras ci
(1<=i<=m) associated to a segment uk (1<=k<=n) and

a video extract between to time moments tistart and tiend

with tistart∈[t1,t2] et tiend∈[t1,t2]. Each element of this

set points out that the video sequence between tistart and

tiend generated by the camera ci has filmed the segment

uk.

hasSeen : u1, u2, ..., un, [t1, t2]→ L

L =















c1 : t1start− > t1end, uk(1 ≤ k ≤ n)
c2 : t2start− > t2end, uk(1 ≤ k ≤ n)
...
cm : tmstart− > tmend, uk(1 ≤ k ≤ n)

(3)

In the following, we will present the operator’s specifi-

cations for the two cases, fixed and mobile cameras.

A. Fixed cameras

The result of the operator hasSeen for the fixed cameras

is a set of triplets: R = {r = (ci, uk, [ta, tb])}, ci ∈
FixedCameras, uk ∈ tr, t1≤ta¡tb≤t2. The operator that we

defined check what are the fixed cameras whose fields of

view have intersected one of the query’s spatial segments

and between what time instants (ta and tb).

r ∈ R ≡ It exists fovj ∈ fov(ci)/ (fov(ci) is the set of

instants when the field of view of the camera ci changes

such that:

time(fovj) ∈ [t1, t2]

∧ intersects (uk,

geometry(position(ci), fovj))

∧ ta = time(fovj)

∧ tb = min (time (succ(fovj)), t2)

∨
time(fovj)<t1

∧ t1<=time(succ(fovj))

∧ intersects (uk,

geometry(position(ci), fovi))
∧ ta = t1
∧ tb = min (time (succ(fovi)), t2)

in the case where the change point is in the interval [t1,

t2], if the corresponding field of view geometry intersects

one of the trajectory segments, then the result’s time

interval starts at the change moment and ends at the

following change time point or at the end of the query

time interval

in the case where the change happens before t1, and

the next change time point is after t1, if the corresponding

field of view geometry intersects one of the query segments,

then the result time interval starts at t1 and ends at the

following change time point or at the end of the query

time interval.

B. Mobile cameras

The operator hasSeen searches for the mobile cameras

whose positions intersected one of the query segments and

during what time interval (instants ta and tb). In the case

of mobile cameras (installed on board of buses or police

cars), their movement (sometimes with a high speed)

doesn’t allow the computation of the precise intersection

between the field of view and the query segments. The



results only show that the mobile camera was located on

the query segment during the query time interval.

The result of the hasSeen operator for the mobile

cameras is the set of triplets: R = {r = (ci, uk, [ta, tb])},
ci ∈ MC, uk ∈ tr, t1≤ta¡tb≤t2.

r ∈ R ≡ It exists mpj ∈ TR(mo(ci)), a position of the

mobile object trajectory to which the mobile camera ci is

associated to such that:

[time(mpj(moi)) ∈ [t1,t2]

∧ intersects (position(mpj(moi)), uk)

∧ (not intersects(

prec(position(mpj(moi))), tr)

∨ (intersects(

prec(position(mpj(moi))), tr )

∧ prec(time(mpj(moi)))¡t1))

∧ ta=max (prec(time(mpj(moi))), t1)

∧ tb=min(succ(time(mpj(moi))),t2)]

∨ // second part of the operator

[t1<=time(mpj(moi))
∧ time(mpj(moi))<= t2
∧ intersects (position(mpj(moi)), uk)

∧ intersects(

(prec(position(mpj(moi)))), tr)

∧ ta =time(mpj(moi))
∧ tb=min(succ(time(mpj(moi))), t2)]

in the case where the position of the object is on the

query trajectory in the query interval [t1, t2] and the

position before isn’t on the query trajectory, then the

response time interval starts at the maximum between the

moment of the last object’s position update and t1 and

ends at the next position update or at the end of the query

interval

in the case where the object’s position is on the query

trajectory during the query interval [t1, t2] and the

position before is also on the trajectory, then the response

time interval starts at moment of the position’s update and

ends at the moment of the next update or at the end of the

query interval.

VI. FORENSIC FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE

Figure 4 illustrates the forensic framework architecture

that we have developed in our research work and that

implements the data model and the operators described

in the previous sections.

The main modules of the framework are :

• Terminal Interface: gathers all the bricks that imple-

ments the users interaction and the results and data

visualization via a Google Maps API;

• Query Interpreter: implements the hybrid trajectory

query submitted by the user into a spatio-temporal

query ( a spatial segments sequence projected on a

urban road network and a time interval);

• Search Engine: implements the research operator

defined in the previous section;

• Storage: contains the spatio-temporal database that

stores the data model presented and the modules that

enable the interaction with it;

Figure 4. Forensic

• SQL Query Generator: enables the communication

between the search engine and the storage module;

• Data Collecting: is in charge of the video and spatio-

temporal data collecting produced by the cameras

network and the sensors attached to them (GPS,

compass, accelerometer);

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a spatio-temporal modelling

approach of fixed and mobile cameras within a common

transportation network. Taking our inspiration from the

multilayer representation of the GIS (Geographical Infor-

mation Systems), we model spatial information about the

road and transportation infrastructures and mobile objects’

trajectories in four independent layers: (1) Road network,

(2) Transportation network, (3) Objects and (4) Cameras

network. Based on this modeling approach we also pro-

posed a generic architecture for a system that could assist

the video surveillance operators in their research. Starting

from a sequence of trajectory segments and a temporal

interval, such system generates the list of cameras that

could contain relevant information concerning the query

(that ”saw” the query’s trajectory). The need of such

assisting tools was identified within the National Project

METHODEO. Among the project’s partners, we mention

the French National Police, Thales and the RATP (Au-

tonomous Operator of Parisian Transports). Our approach

has been validated and will be evaluated within the project.

For now, our model considers only outdoor transportation

and surveillance networks. We plan to extend it to indoor

spaces also in order to model cameras inside train or

subway stations for example. Our work has been done

in the context of the a posteriori research in the case of

a police inquiry. We would like to extend this context in

order to be able to process real time queries or to predict

trajectories based on some statistics based on the stored

data (e.g., average speed on some road segments).
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